Karnataka government schools & Bharti Foundation jointly
launched Teaching-Learning Resource Book
July 26, 2022, The virtual launch of the first Teaching-Learning Material (TLM) book from
the state was led by Dr. S. Selva Kumar. Principal Secretary, School Education and literacy
and Skill Development Government of Karnataka, from Bharti Foundation, Mr Antony
Nellissery, Chief School Excellence launched the e-version of the book.
The Teaching-Learning Book is a compilation of TLMs designed by the teachers of
government schools in Ramanagara, Karnataka. Each TLM is selected from the best
submissions received as a part of the SBERA (Satya Bharti Educational Rockstar Achievers)
award organised by Bharti Foundation.
Speaking on the occasion, Dr. S. Selva Kumar. Principal Secretary, School Education and
literacy and Skill Development Government of Karnataka said, “I am grateful to Bharti
Foundation for organising this event. Teaching Learning Materials (TLMs) play an important
role in making the learning process interesting and memorable. I request Bharti Foundation
to support us in making prototypes for these TLMs for all our schools, teachers and students.”
TLMs are an outcome of the learnings that the teachers have from their day-to-day classroom
experiences, these are simple innovative solutions that help make learning easier and fun for
students.
During the launch, Mr Antony Nellissery, Chief School Excellence, Bharti Foundation thanked
the teachers and educators by saying, "I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude not only
to the teachers who have contributed towards this book but also to the entire learning
community, who have gone the extra mile to come up with these innovative learning materials.
I also take this opportunity to thank the, Government of Karnataka for their support towards
our Quality Support Program."
About Bharti Foundation
Bharti Foundation was set up in the year 2000 as the philanthropic arm of Bharti Enterprises.
It implements and supports programmes in primary, secondary and higher education. Since
2006, the flagship Satya Bharti School Programme has been providing free quality education
to thousands of underprivileged children in 173 schools in rural areas across five states, with a
focus on the girl child. The impact of quality education has been scaled-up by transferring the
learning and good practices of this program to 2,34,242 students studying in approximately
700 partner government schools across 11 states and union territories, through the Satya Bharti
Quality Support Program, since 2013. Together, these programmes have cumulatively
impacted over 2.2 million community members.

